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Objectives

2. Complementing the focus on PA dose with that on PA quality in PA-cognition research

3. Searching for causal mechanisms that explain the effects of quality PA on 
cognition: the role of the context

4. Holistic models of physical, cognitive, social and emotional child
development promotion through quality PA at the core of a whole-child, 
whole school, whole-community approach

1. A historical view on physical activity and cognition research: from detection to nuances



Historical view: three main stages in PA and cognition research

«Signal detection» 
stage

«Nature» 
stage

«Nuances» 
stage

Etnier, Chang, & Chen, 2020. Handbook of Sport Psychology (4th Edition)

Undifferentiated
and manily atheoretical

view on the PA-
cognition relation; 

Either cross-sectional
research, or small-size

interventions

Investigations of the 
specific nature of the 

effects: 
First seminal works by 

Kramer et al., 1999; 
Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; 

Hillman et al., 2008

Investigations of the 
moderators and 
mediators of PA 

effects on cognition. 
Impactful literature:  
Etnier & Chang, 2009
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Once upon a time…



At the end of the ‘nature’ stage’: 
a seminal review work

by Hillman, Erickson & Kramer (2008) 

Key evidence on the selective effect
of aerobic fitness on academic

achievement and cognitive functions
supported by the prefrontal cortex:

executive functions



SRs/MAs

PSs (RCTs)
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Potential ‘pathways’ through which physical 
activity may influence cognition at 

developmental age (Best, 2010)

Metabolic demands
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task complexity
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The ongoing scientific debate: which activities benefit cognition?



The ongoing scientific debate: which activities benefit cognition?



The allocation of mental resources 
required during skill acquisition, 

independently from or interactively with 
the level of physical energy expenditure, 

is essential to reap cognitive benefits



Med Sci Sport Exerc 2016

First Position Stand of the ACSM on exercise and cognition in children:

Outlook: More research is necessary to 
determine mechanisms and (…) 
strategies to transition into practice

Positive conclusions: 
PA has a positive influence on cognition 
as well as brain structure and function

Expert panel priorities: Investigating the 
effects of different types of interventions and 
understanding mediating mechanisms.

Inconclusive conclusions! There is currently 
inconclusive evidence for the beneficial effects 
of PA interventions on cognitive and overall 
academic performance in children.
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Problems likely underlying inconclusive conclusions: selection of higher-quality studies for strength of evidence

- high heterogeneity of assessment tools (25!) and inconsistency in 

(i) quality vs risk of bias assessment outcomes; 

(ii) outcomes with same assessment tools for same studies in different reviews 

(93% for PEDro and 76% for Cochrane tools! But ‘only’ 22% and 16% different 

categorization above/below the threshold of at least moderate quality) 

Pesce et al. 2021. Effects of chronic physical activity on cognition across the lifespan: a systematic meta-review of randomized 
controlled trials and realist synthesis of contextualized mechanisms. International Review of Sport and Exercise Psychology.

Qual_ass_inconsist.docx
Qual_ass_inconsist.docx


Strongest/most consistent evidence:

PA with skill involvement deliberately set higher than the comparator activity (e.g., 
PA with motor skill learning challenges vs. routine physical fitness exercises)

Strong/convincing evidence:

Comparator activity physically active as the intervention activity

Face-to-face delivery mode  by experts

Qualitatively enriched PA 

Group-based delivery type

Moderate/probable evidence:

PA in school settings

Insufficient evidence

Settings other 

than school

Problems likely underlying inconclusive conclusions: role of multiple moderators
Child and adolescent research

Pesce, C., Vazou, S., Benzing, 
V., Alvarez-Bueno, C., 
Anzeneder, S., Mavilidi, M., 
Leone, L., & Schmidt, M. 
(2021). 
Effects of chronic physical 
activity on cognition across 
the lifespan: a systematic 
meta-review of randomized 
controlled trials and realist 
synthesis of contextualized 
mechanisms. International 
Review of Sport and Exercise 
Psychology (online first).



• The Systematic Meta-Review may allow estimating the consistency 
and strength of evidence of the effects of given determinants on PA 
across a wide range of moderators, also looking at mediators. 

• The Realist Synthesis may add explanatory value, 
proposing a way to address the complex interplay                                   
of moderators and mediators, posing the question 
of why and how PA interventions 'work', 
in which circumstances and for whom. 

Synthesizing what works, 
for whom, why, under which circumstances: 
Bridging Systematic Meta-Review and Realist Synthesis



Technology

Change agent  

PA ecology

Executive 
function,
Memory,
Attention

Least structured 
Physical activity context 

Most structured 
physical activity context 

Deliberate 
practice

Spontaneous 
activity

Physical 
activity

‘Builtness’/’greenness’ 

Setting

Delivery type

Delivery mode

Immersion and presence

Social  support and Attention 
restoration mechanisms

Virtual

Social

Physical 

Skill acquisition, Enjoyment 
and 

Optimal challenge 
mechanisms

Pesce, C., Vazou, S., Benzing, V., 
Alvarez-Bueno, C., Anzeneder, 
S., Mavilidi, M., Leone, L., & 
Schmidt, M. (2021). 
Effects of chronic physical 
activity on cognition across the 
lifespan: a systematic meta-
review of randomized 
controlled trials and realist 
synthesis of contextualized 
mechanisms. IRSEP.

Programme Theory for Realist Evaluation
of Context-Mechanism-Outcome
Configurations

Problems likely underlying inconclusive conclusions:
mechanisms may be triggered in some contexts     
and not in others
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Context
Mechanism

[underlying biological] Outcome 
Type of change in 
cognitive capacity

Physically laden (+) Physical effort,
Sleep efficiency
[brain changes]

Executive function
Memory
Attention

Capacity boosting

Emotionally laden (/) Enjoyment,
Positive mood

Cognitively laden (+) Cognitive engagement, 
Motor skill learning  

[brain changes]
Capacity buildingSocially laden (+) Social engagement,    

Social support
[brain activation]

Spatial properties (+) Spatial engagement 
[brain changes]

Restorative and stress-
relief properties (/)

Attention restoration,
Stress reduction, 
[HPA axis regulation] 

Capacity restoring

Focus on children and adolescents: Structured, virtual reality and spontaneous PA as enriched contexts
with physical, emotional, cognitive, social, spatial and/or restorative properties that trigger specific mechanisms

Pesce, C., Vazou, S., Benzing, V., Alvarez-Bueno, C., Anzeneder, S., Mavilidi, M., Leone, L., & Schmidt, M. (2021). Effects of chronic physical activity on 
cognition across the lifespan: a systematic meta-review of randomized controlled trials and realist synthesis of contextualized mechanisms. IRSEP.
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Activity breaks

Physically active
learning (PAL)

Mindful movements

Outdoor education

Pesce, C., Vazou, S., Benzing, V., Alvarez-Bueno, C., Anzeneder, S., Mavilidi, M., Leone, L., & Schmidt, M. (2021). Effects of chronic physical activity on 
cognition across the lifespan: a systematic meta-review of randomized controlled trials and realist synthesis of contextualized mechanisms. IRSEP.
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Whole School, 
Whole Community, 

Whole Child Approach

Collaboration between Association for Curriculum and Supervision (ACSD) 
and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

A holistic conceptual model of synergistic relationship
to inform policy development

Pesce, C., Marchetti, R., Motta, 
A., & Bellucci, M. (2016). 
Playing with variability to 
promote motor, cognitive and 
citizenship development. 
Porgiano (PG): Calzetti Mariucci.



illecito penale

It depends…Are active kids
better

learners?

…on us!

Disprassia Moderato


